
 

The Risks and Rewards of Spatial Mapping 

What is Spatial Mapping and Why Does It Matter? 

For a time after its inception, the "digital world" was largely separate from the physical 

world. Websites had URLs, not physical addresses. In 2005, the internet took a big jump 

towards physicality with the release and growth of Google Maps (Google Company, 2016). Over 

time, Google added functionality like satellite and street views, raising privacy concerns as it did 

so (Koenig, 2012) but also enabling many new products and services. Now, Google Maps and 

GPS have become so pervasive that some critics argue they are replacing our ability to 

navigate for ourselves (Stromberg, 2015).  

We're about to see an even bigger jump with the advent of spatial mapping. At its core, 

spatial mapping refers to the ability of augmented reality devices to generate a digital 

representation of the real world, typically a geometrical mesh (Circuit Stream, 2018). Combined 

with other computing techniques, these meshes can be used for anything from catching 

pokemon in Pokemon Go (Zibreg, 2017) to helping blind people navigate unfamiliar 

environments (Fox et al, 2019).   
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Left: A sample spatial mapping of a living room. Image from Microsoft "Mixed Reality - Spatial 
Mapping." | Right: Pokemon Go, an augmented reality game based on catching "pocket 
monsters." Image from The Next Web: "A love letter from augmented reality to Pokemon Go." 
 

While spatial mapping can be used in isolation to great effect, many see its true power 

as lying in the "AR Cloud," or using spatial mapping to create a map of the entire world that can 

be loaded up with geolocated data (Fink, 2018). Companies like Magic Leap have offered 

visions of using spatial mapping to build up a "Magicverse," where multiple layers of digital 

reality can be overlaid on the real world: entertainment, mobility, infrastructure, and more, all 

leveraging the same spatial mapping data (Abovitz, 2019).  

But how will this type of digital world be constructed, and how can we maintain privacy 

as every nook and cranny of the world is being mapped? 

Crowdsourcing Spatial Mapping 

Besides the technological barriers of capturing and uploading spatial maps, there is quite 

simply a lot of world to cover when it comes to building a global spatial map. Though companies 

like Google have in the past funded vans and even backpackers to map hard to reach spaces 
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(McLaughlin, 2013), this isn't the most scalable approach; Magic Leap is the first to admit that 

"[t]he Magicverse will not be built by Magic Leap Alone" (Abovitz, 2019). Companies are reliant 

on users with AR devices mapping and uploading their environments. So why should users do 

their hard work for them? 

First, incentives for users to use spatial mapping are often baked into the applications 

that use it themselves. From the above examples, without spatial mapping Pokemon won't Go, 

and nor will micronavigation apps like AR for VIPs do much without a mesh to sonify. Most 

users will allow their devices to map their surroundings in these circumstances; gamification has 

proved a valuable means of getting users to contribute to large-scale problems in the past (von 

Ahn, 2006).  For unscrupulous companies, that's enough; they would be able to gobble up this 

data and store it centrally.  

However, for those companies following a more ethical opt-in data sharing policy, 

additional incentives may be required to get users to share what they've mapped with others, 

add annotations, or to turn on their GPS and enable spatially mapped areas to be placed on a 

global map. Feldman's study of P2P sharing systems (2006) offers one solution: punish all 

users who don't share with more limited functionality, or reward those who do with extra perks. 

Perhaps Pokemon Trainers who share data could be rewarded with increased sightings of rare 

Pokemon, or receive some form of "territory ownership" for being the first to scan a new area. Of 

course, too severe a penalty for not sharing could exclude more privacy-oriented users from 

using the service. This also leads to the next question: what happens when an eager Trainer 

decides to map out spaces that don't belong to them? 
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Privacy Concerns 

Spatial mapping creates a myriad of thorny new privacy issues. Perhaps the simplest 

comes from users recording spatial data in private spaces. Much as Google Glass brought 

about a public backlash for being considered intrusive (Schuster, 2014), AR devices risk the 

same outcry, or worse considering the potential misuses of a highly accurate digital map of 

someone's home or office. A new social contract will have to be forged on what represents 

appropriate times and places to scan. 

The classic tension for companies to hold onto as much data as possible versus limit 

their risk comes into play as well. Schneier (2016) identifies personally identifiable information 

such as health records or credit card details as a toxic asset for the risk it presents in case of a 

breach. The same is true for spatial mapping data. If a hacker obtains spatial maps of a user's 

home or workspace and uses those to plan robberies, the hacked company could face major 

liability. 

Additionally, as Biczok (2013) noted, our privacy is not dependent only on our own data 

sharing but on our friends as well.  If people want their homes to remain unmapped, they may 

have to ensure that none of their guests ever use mapping in it; something complicated by the 

fact that their blind friends may soon start using spatial mapping to help make their way around 

it, or have smart wheelchairs that rely on spatial mapping to function effectively. This is 

worsened again by the fact that people routinely undervalue data privacy and will often trade it 

out for minor conveniences (Acquisti, 2013). 
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What can be done to mitigate these privacy concerns? Miesnieks (2019) lays out several 

excellent suggestions, including encrypting coarse location IDs, limiting access to maps to when 

a user is already physically present at a location, and keeping spatial data and user data that 

goes with it separate. He also stresses the need for technical innovations such as segmenting 

rooms within an apartment building and identifying rights for a given space - e.g., I should be 

able to set permissions for spatial mapping in my home, but not in a public space like Central 

Park.  Magic Leap has emphasized their commitment to "the principles of democracy, privacy... 

and decentralized controls" (Abovitz 2019), but many questions remain as to how such 

principles can be implemented and enforced in regards to spatial mapping. 

Brave New Worlds 

Spatial mapping and augmented reality will undoubtedly lead to amazing new 

applications and improve quality of life for many. Vernor Vinge showcases many fantastic uses 

of AR in his 2006 science fiction novel Rainbow's End (set in the far-flung year of 2025), from 

shared mixed reality experiences like turning a library into a magical castle to maintenance 

workers using AR to gain X-ray vision of a building's pipes and electronics. But such great 

capabilities come with equally great responsibilities for us to ensure that the boons of spatial 

mapping can be realized without the worst of its banes.  
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